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Abstract
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Introduction

Much of the modern empirical evidence on the impact of taxation on labour supply and taxable income is based on careful examination of how individuals react to tax reforms. This type of micro-data
based evidence has been argued to plausibly identify the causal effects of tax changes on taxpayer behaviour. It is summarised Meghir and Phillips (2010) in their chapter for the authoritative treatment of
tax research in the Mirrlees Review. They conclude that while labour market participation decisions
can be quite elastic with respect to the take-home pay when working versus when unemployed (the
’extensive margin’), the working hours of those who already work (the ’intensive margin’) are typically
quite unresponsive to tax rates. While taxable income estimates are typically higher than estimates
of working hours responses (for a recent survey, see Saez, Slemrod, and Giertz, 2012), even taxable
income responses are typically modest; typical values for taxable income elasticities with respect to the
net-of-tax rate (=1-marginal tax rate) are around 0.2-0.5.
However, there is a large discrepancy between some of the macroeconomic work and microeconometric evidence on the employment effects of taxation of labour income. Some macroeconomists
suggest, including the provocative paper by Prescott (2004), that tax differences explain virtually all
the differences in working hours between the US and Europe. Large elasticities are also needed for
conventional macro models to match the empirical fluctuations in aggregate employment over business
cycles. Sometimes macro studies are based on simple cross-country comparisons and they do not typically pay attention to endogeneity issues, such as the possibility that if the economy performs badly
and unemployment rises, countries need to raise taxes to balance budgets. And they often omit other
potential explanatory variables that could affect employment. 1
But it is not clear either that the micro estimates provide the correct estimates of the long run effects
of taxes on labor supply behaviour, for the following reasons. There are now several recent papers that
aim to explain why micro and macro estimates differ so significantly. Chetty (2012) provides the first
possible solution building on frictions. While micro evidence has paid a lot of attention to carefully
estimating the causal effects of specific tax changes, these tax changes are often too small to generate
really large society-wide impacts. If there are frictions related to re-optimisation of labour supply and
income generation, it may not be worthwile for the individuals to react to small tax changes. Then
estimates based on micro evidence can be downwards biased, whereas the tax differences between
countries are often so large that, in the long run at least, the economy and the individuals have reacted
to those optimally. In Chetty et al. (2011a), the authors demonstrate that if taxation of households
creates economy-wide structures, employers are likely to cater for employees’ desires by offering compensation packages that suit the majority of the workforce. They also provide evidence from Denmark,
where many taxpayers (and in particular in occupations where compensation packages can be tailored
1 Nickell

(2003) concludes that when other potential explanations for employment behaviour (such as differences in
wage setting frameworks and social security systems) are accounted for, a 10 percent difference in taxes on labour income
explains roughly 2 per cent of cross-country variation in employment rates.
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well) bunch at income levels where they just avoid paying an increased state-level marginal tax rate.
Chetty et al. (2011a) also show how smaller tax changes, which do not affect all tax payers, generate
much smaller behavioural elasticities than a single large increase in the marginal tax rate at the country
level.
The second explanation is related to indivisible labour and varying responses along the intensive
and extensive margin. A key paper in this strand of research is Rogerson and Wallenius (2009), who
introduce the extensive margin to an otherwise standard macro model and demonstrate how the presence
of fixed costs generates a realistic life-cycle profile or labour supply. While taxation might not matter
so much for the hours choice of the working age population, it can have a sizable impact on the length
of the working life, so that at the aggregate level hours become quite responsive to tax changes.
The third explanation, building on Imai and Keane (2004), relies on the way human capital formation interacts with taxation. In a learning-by-doing framework, taxation can have significant long-run
consequences, because if it leads to lower working hours in a current period, it also depresses wages in
later periods. Therefore the cumulative distortionary effect of taxation, which matters at a macro level,
could be much higher than what a typical static micro estimate would suggest.
Finally, even if the majority of micro-level labour supply studies would imply fairly small elasticities at the intensive margin, some of the elasticity of taxable income studies, surveyed recently by Saez,
Slemrod, and Giertz (2012), find much larger elasticities, especially at the top of the income distribution. However, these elasticities capture for instance income shifting behaviour, and cannot be directly
used to predict cross-country differences in employment.2
Despite this emerging research, the issue is, however, far from settled. This is reflected in the
conclusions by two recent surveys on the topic by leading researchers in the field. Chetty et al. (2012)
conclude that
“Based on our reading of the micro evidence, we recommend calibrating macro models to
match Hicksian elasticities of 0.3 on the intensive and 0.25 on the extensive margin,”
which would lead to a combined macro elasticity of approximately 0.5. In contrast, Keane and Rogerson (2012) argue that
“In our view, the literature we have described can credibly support a view that compensated
and intertemporal elasticities at the macro level fall in the range of 1 to 2 that is typically
assumed in macro general equilibrium models.”
Since reliable evidence on the impacts of tax changes on working hours is one of the most important
knowledge economic policymakers need, there is clearly an urgent need for further research that could
help us understand the differences between these recommendations.
The purpose of this paper is to shed new light on this micro-macro controversy by estimating labour
supply elasticities using micro-level data from a set of different industrialised countries. Building on a
2 Piketty,

Saez, and Stantcheva (2011) estimate top income elasticities using macro data.
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high-quality, harmonised and compareble data from the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS), we employ
the repeated cross-section estimation method developed by Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir (1998) to
estimate the elasticity of working hours and labour income (at the intensive margin) and participation
at the micro level, macro level and at an intermediate level where the tax variation arises from both
cross-sectional and cross-country sources.
The value-added in the paper is the following. First, the data span over several decades and countries
and contain a large number of tax reform episodes, including major tax reforms, which means that there
is good scope for reliable estimation. Additionally, tax changes have taken place accross the income
distribution, not only among top income earners.
Second, we use the same estimator and harmonised data to estimate micro and macro elasticities.3
We can compare if micro elasticities are in fact smaller than macro elasticities, without differences
in methodology confounding the potential differences in micro estimates from different countries or
differences between micro and macro level reactions.
Third, at the macro level, the model is also correctly specified (from the point of view of a static
labour/earnings supply model), since we actually use mean marginal tax rates and virtual income from
the data, rather than artificial constructs or average tax rates. In addition, the marginal tax rate we
use also includes (in our main specifications) not only the increase in tax liability but also reductions
in transfers and benefits; that is, we use the theoretically correct effective marginal tax rates. 4 And
fourth, we provide a separate analysis of intensive and extensive margin, both estimated at the micro
and macro level.
The topic is of key importance to the Nordic model: The size of the public sector in the Nordic
countries is among the largest in the world, and since tax distortions, other things equal, rise with the
tax rate, the burden of financing the public sector can become very large.5 On the other hand, Rogerson
(2007) and Blomquist, Christiansen, and Micheletto (2010) point out how the Nordic arrangement of
subsidising goods that are used in conjunction with labour supply (such as childcare) counteract some
of the harmful effect of taxation on work effort. Our data contain key Nordic countries, and we can
compare their situation with interestingly different institutional settings, including the Anglo-Saxon
countries.
Needless to say, the study also has some limitations. We cannot cover all OECD countries, since
for some of the countries, suitable data is not available from LIS. We control for education level in the
3 We

follow Chetty, citet above, and refer to macro elasticities if the source of the tax variation used in explaining labour
supply is cross country comparisons; micro elasticities refer to findings identified from cross-sectional variation within a
country
4 We also compare our macro estimates to the standard ways, used earlier in the literature, to estimate country-level
responses to taxation.
5 The well-known revenue-maximising top marginal tax rate for Pareto distributed top incomes is given by the formula
1/(1 + a ∗ e) where a is the Pareto Lorenz coefficient and e is the elasticity of taxable income. With a typical Nordic
value of a equal to approximately 2, the marginal tax rate on top incomes should not exceed 20 per cent if the elasticity
is as high as 2, which belongs to the interval recommended by Keane and Rogerson (2012). The existing top marginal tax
rate (including commodity taxes) in Sweden is currently around 70 per cent (Pirttilä and Selin, 2011). These differences
dramatically highlight the issues at stake.
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estimations, and therefore the impact of taxes which we measure do not contain the potential that tax
changes can lead to changes in educational attainment. Our estimates capture, however, contemporaneous effects of learning-by-doing which is reflected in increases in wage rates. Unlike country-level
studies, we do not have access to a microsimulation model to calculate effetive marginal tax rates, and
we use data-driven semi-parametric methods to estimate marginal tax rates. However, this is also a
methodological novelty, and we compare the estimated tax rates to other available information on tax
systems in these countries. Because of top coding in some countries, LIS data is not perfect for examining top income elasticities, but we correct for that by imputing earnings above the 97.5th percentile
based on information on top income distribution from The World Top Income Database.6
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a more detailed review of the existing papers on
the micro-macro differences in elasticity estimates. Section 3 presents the theoretical background and
empirical methodology, while Section 4 covers the data description and marginal tax rate estimation.
The estimation results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes.

2

Literature review

This section surveys the emerging literature on the micro-macro differences in labour supply / earnings
elasticities to understand what is the current status and whether important knowledge gaps remain.
Notice that our aim is not to cover conventional microecomic estimates on labour supply or taxable
income (for surveys on these, see Meghir and Phillips (2010) and Saez, Slemrod, and Giertz (2012)).

2.1

Starting point

One of the starting points for this literature is the work by Prescott (2002, 2004). In Prescott (2004),
he studies seven countries (the G-7 countries) Germany, France, Italy, Canada, United Kingdom, Japan
and United States, over two time periods 1970-74 and 1993-96. The analysis contains 14 observations.
Prescott departs from a standard growth model with a representative household and a representative
firm, and he parameterises the value of leisure in such a way that the average labour supply the model
generates matches the actual values in the data. Given this choice of preference parameter he is able to
obtain predicted work hours fairly close to actual work hours in 12 out of 14 cases. He obtains a labour
supply elasticity of “nearly 3 when the fraction of time allocated to the market is in the neighbourhood
of the current U.S. level”.
Obviously, “nearly 3” sounds like a very large elasticity. However, Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote
(2005) show that Prescott’s choice of parameter values implies an uncompensated labour elasticity of
0.77. Relatedly, Chetty et al. (2011b) plot Prescott’s data and fit a regression line to it. They then
estimate a ’Hicksian’ labour supply elasticity of 0.7 on the 14 observations. The discrepancy between
6 Alvaredo,

Facundo, Anthony B. Atkinson, Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez, The World Top Incomes Database,
http://g-mond.parisschoolofeconomics.eu/topincomes, 04/10/2012
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the two elasticity estimates is that Prescott reports a Frisch elasticity, which depends upon the specific
assumption about the utility function and the wealth-earnings ratio.7 In fact, Prescott’s functional form
assumptions and choice of parameter values also imply sizable income effects on labour supply. Against
this background, it is an interesting feature of our study that we also estimate the response to changes
in unearned income (even though one should keep in mind that our static labour supply model in some
respects differs from Prescott’s model).
Prescott’s paper has given rise to a large debate. The basic conclusions were broadly supported
by Ohanian et al. (2008), who used a similar methodology. Other researchers (e.g Nickell (2003) and
Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2005)) have pointed at the difficulties of teasing apart the impact of
taxes from other factors that also affects aggregate work hours in a country. In addition, Ljungqvist
et al. (2006) point out that the conclusions in Prescott (2002) change if one also considers that workers
typically receive unemployment benefits (as a certain fraction of their work income) when unemployed.

2.2

Related papers

Blundell, Bozio, and Laroque (2011) describe the long-run evolution of mean annual hours per worker,
employment rate and the unconditional mean hours per individual on Labour Force Survey data from
the US, the UK and France. Of particular interest is that total hours in the UK have decreased over
a forty-year period, despite the fact that UK has adopted similar tax policy reforms as the US (e.g.
in work tax credit policies). Blundell et al find that neither the intensive nor the extensive margin
dominates in explaining the changes in total hours worked. The relative importance of the two margins
differs across age, gender and family composition groups.
Davies and Henrekson (2004) exploit aggregate data for nineteen countries on outcome variables
such as the ratio of employment to population of working age, annual hours worked per employed
person and annual hours worked per adult of working age. According to their results, average tax rates
are strongly negatively associated with working hours and employment rates in an OLS regression, but
the coefficient becomes insignificant when country fixed effects are included.
The study by Piketty, Saez, and Stantcheva (2011), while not so much related to the literature on
micro-macro elasticities, is interesting since it uses macro data to estimate taxable income elasticities
at the top. The authors set up an optimal tax model in which top incomes respond through three channels: (1) the standard labour supply response, (2) the tax avoidance channel and (3) the compensation
bargaining channel through efforts in influencing own pay setting. Importantly, bargaining efforts are
zero-sum in the aggregate. Therefore, the optimal tax rate increases with the bargaining elasticity.
In the empirical part, Piketty et al analyse top income and top tax rate data in 18 OECD countries.
They exploit the World Top Income Database combined with top income tax rate data starting in 1975.
Piketty et al. find a strong correlation between the growth in top incomes and marginal tax cuts for
7 The

Frisch elasticity of labour supply is derived holding marginal utility of consumption constant, whereas Hicksian
estimates typically used by public finance economists are derived holding utility constant.
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top income earners. Higher top incomes did not, however, lead to higher GDP growth. Piketty et al
interpret this pattern as consistent with low labour supply elasticities and large bargaining elasticities.
An alternative explanation to why hours have increased in the US and fallen in Europe is related to
behavioural economics, namely the Veblen effect: When people compare their income level to that of
top earners, a rise in income inequality can render people to supply more labour because of their effort
to “keep up with the Joneses”. Oh, Park, and Bowles (2012) use country-level data on working hours,
taxes and top income shares and show, in a model with country and year fixed effects, how increases
in top income shares are associated with increases in working hours. Moreover, taxes lose explanatory
power for working hours when the top income share is added to the regression model.
The final paper that is relevant to the current paper, and perhaps also the closest one, is Bargain,
Orsini, and Peichl (2011). They have collected micro-data on work hours, wages and taxes and benefits
(microsimulation) from 17 European countries and the US. For the European countries the EUROMOD
microsimulation model has been used, whereas TAXSIM has been used for the US. The motivation for
the paper is to make a large-scale international comparison of elasticities, while netting out possible
differences due to methods, data selection and the period of investigation. To this end, Bargain et al.
estimate the same structural discrete-choice labour supply model on all these data sets, with separate
models for couples and singles. The wage elasticities vary less between the countries than previously
thought. The resulting differences are interpreted as consequences of heterogeneous preferences.
Since our paper is more related to the micro-macro differences, the Bargain et al. study and our
work are quite complementary. There are also many significant differences in the approaches taken.
For example, we use the Blundell et al. repeated cross-section estimator, whereas they build a discrete
choice labour supply model that relies on cross-sectional variation for identication, and we utilise data
from a much longer time span.

3

Data

3.1

General features and sample selection

Our data are from the Luxembourg Income Study database, LIS, which collects household- and individuallevel data on household income, taxes paid and transfers received, working hours (for a subset of countries) and consumption (Luxembourg Income Study Database (LIS), 2012). The benefit of the data is
that LIS has invested a large amount of work to make the data comparable across countries and across
years.8 LIS provides income, labour market, and demographic data that have been harmonised in to
a common template, so the contents of the variables are as comparable as cross-country data, across
time, can get.
8 For

information on data harmonization, see http://www.lisdatacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/
our-lis-documentation-harmonisation-guidelines.pdf.
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Another benefit of the data is that it spans over four decades; the data we use start from the beginning
of the 1970s. It also covers a wide range of different type of countries; we focus on developed (OECD)
countries. Not all information is available for all countries, however. The main dividing line is between
’gross’ and ’net’ data sets. Gross data sets record all market and non-market income sources gross
of income taxes, whereas net data, as the name suggests, include only information on income sources
net of taxes withheld. We can, of course, use only those countries that provide gross data, in LIS
parlance. In addition, even if household-level data exist, individual-level earnings data are not always
available. These restrictions limit the number of countries we cover to 13. These include, most notably,
key Anglo-Saxon countries (the US, the UK, Australia), the Scandinavian countries, and some Central
European countries (such as Germany and Netherlands). 9 The countries in our data are interestingly
different in their institutional characteristics and the role and size of the government in the economy.
As mentioned in the introduction, the data are repeated cross sections from a number of waves.
The exact year corresponding to a particular wave varies somewhat across countries. Table 1 lists the
countries and years in our data.
We have three key dependent variables in our empirical analysis: annual work hours, earnings and
labour force participation. The variable for annual work hours is created from survey questions on
weekly hours and number of weeks worked per year. We can use information on work hours for seven
countries: Australia, Canada, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, U.K and U.S. 10
The earnings variable, which is available for all 13 countries, includes both monetary and nonmonetary compensation. For a majority of countries, the earnings variable comes from surveys, but
for some countries, especially the Nordic ones, it is based on register data. Using earnings as the
dependent variable captures the effects of taxes on effort that is reflected in changes in the hourly wage
rate (Feldstein, 1995). Notice, however, that in contrast to the taxable income literature, our earnings
measure is not necessarily taxable labour income, since it is not net of tax deductions.
We have limited our analysis to four types of households, single persons (with and without children)
and couples (again, with and without children) to be able to more cleanly estimate how taxes and
transfers vary with income.11 The estimation samples for the intensive margin analysis (work hours
and earnings) and the extensive margin analysis are selected in slightly different ways. We impose the
following restrictions on the ’intensive margin sample’. First, we only include individuals aged 25-54,
so that retirement is not an issue. Second, we exclude individuals who earn less than the 20th percentile,
where percentiles are defined based on the distribution of earnings in country c in period t. 12
In the extensive margin analysis, we include all individuals aged 25-64 in the sample. In the ex9 Prior

to 1990 West Germany was a LIS country. For the post-1990 samples for re-unified Germany, we excluded the
formerly East German Länder.
10 We also have hours data for Finland in 1991 and Belgium in 1997. However, as the estimation framework builds on
changes in taxes across time and groups we leave Finland out from the hours regressions.
11 This means that we exclude households that include adults that are not in the nuclear family.
12 It is common in the empirical tax literature to impose a lower income limit on the estimation sample, see e.g. Gruber
and Saez (2002)
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tensive margin analysis, it is in fact desirable to also capture the retirement margin (as emphasised by
Rogerson and Wallenius, 2009).
Some of the LIS data sets are top coded, which is problematic because then the mean income among
high income earners is downwards biased. Since in many countries, especially the US and the UK, tax
reductions have been focused on high income earners, and their incomes have risen faster than others’
income, if we did not correct top coding, we could have downwards biased estimates for these tax
episodes. For this reason, we replace the incomes above the 97.5 percentile with random draws from
Pareto distribution, the parameters for which are available from the World Top Income Database.13
The model below in Section 4 lays out in more detail the requirements of the empirical model. In
terms of data, we also need information on capital income. Demographic variables (sex, education,
age, household type) are also used.

3.2

Tax variables

A key variable in the intensive margin analysis is the effective marginal tax rate. 14 The slope of the
individual’s budget constraint is not only determined by the statutory income tax schedules, but also by
the transfer systems in place. To our knowledge, there is no microsimulation model that can be used
to compute effective marginal tax rates for all the countries in all the years oin our data. We therefore
proceed in the following way. For the purpose of calculating the statutory income tax schedules, we
build a small tax calculator. For a majority of countries we exploit information on segment limits and
rates (for both central government and subcentral government taxation) provided by the OECD from
1981 and onwards. 15 The OECD information applies to singles without dependents. For countries and
time periods where the OECD information is missing or insufficient, we have collected information
from alternative sources, e.g. from the library of the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
(IBFD) in Amsterdam and the European Tax Handbooks, various editions. The coded tax functions are
then used to compute marginal tax rates, taking into account differences between joint vs. individual
taxation and global vs. dual income taxation.
Needless to say, the tax rates calculated in this way are not ideal measures of the individuals’
marginal incentives to earn income. A limitation of our data is that information on deductions are
absent. As mentioned above, we do not observe taxable income net of deductions, which is the relevant
base for income taxation. As a consequence, given that marginal tax rates typically are increasing in
13 Since

the parameters are estimated for total market income, they could be slightly overestimated for the earnings
distribution we use. This needs to be kept in mind when examining the results for earnings.
14 Our measure of taxes does not include social security payments. One reason for this choice is that while the data has
household or individual level information on the social security payments made by the employees, the social security payments paid by the employers would need to be imputed. Countries also differ significantly in the division of these payments
between employees and employers, and this division should not really matter for tax incidence. For equal treatment of countries, we decided not to take these payments into account.For macro regressions, we also calculate alternative tax functions
that take into account proportional payroll taxes and consumption taxes. The rates of these vary only at the country level.
15 This information is available at http://www.oecd.org/tax/taxpolicyanalysis/oecdtaxdatabase.
htm#pir.
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Table 1 Countries and years of data
Country
Years
Australia
1985(h), 1989(h)
Belgium
1992, 1997(h)
Canada
1981, 1987(h), 1991(h), 1994(h), 1997(h),1998(h), 2000(h), 2004(h)
Czech republic
1996, 2004
Denmark
1987, 1992, 1995, 2000, 2004
Finland
1987, 1991(h), 1995, 2000, 2004
Germany
1984, 1989(h), 1994(h), 2000(h), 2004(h)
Israel
1992, 1997, 2001, 2005
Netherlands
1987, 1999(h), 2004(h)
Norway
1986, 1991, 1995, 2000, 2004
Sweden
1992(h), 1995(h), 2000, 2005
United Kingdom 1991(h), 1995(h), 1999, 2004
United States
1974(h), 1986(h), 1991(h), 1994(h), 1997(h), 2000(h), 2004(h)
Note: (h) indicates availability of data on annual work hours.
income, we believe that the true level of statutory marginal tax rates facing taxpayers is lower than the
one we have calculated.
It is considerably more challenging to collect information on the transfer systems for all countries/years. For the purpose of calculating the marginal effects arising from the transfer systems we
therefore suggest a data-driven approach, where we fit a non-parametric regression on labour income
to predict marginal effects. We use the locfit package in R to carry out these regressions (For information on these estimation techniques, see Chapter 6.1 in Loader, 1999). The procedure estimates local
polynomial regressions, regressing taxes on income; the first derivative of the estimates then represents
the marginal rate of transfer withdrawal as earnings increase. The benchmark regressions use a third
degree polynomial, a nearest-neighbour bandwidth of 0.7 (that is, 70 per cent of observations are used
at every evaluation point) and a Gaussian weighting function. We also experimented with alternative
bandwidths and polynomial degrees.
Figure 1 depicts an example of marginal tax rates and effective marginal tax rates used in the
analysis. Note that the shape of these two functions are completely different: marginal tax rates are
monotonically increasing, whereas it is well known that effective marginal tax rates take a U shaped
form: they are highest at the bottom of the income distribution because of tapering off of benefits.
This means that the real incentives, taking into account transfer systems, can be completely different to
many individuals than a typical analysis, using solely statutory taxes, would suggest.
For the extensive margin analysis we are interested in participation tax rates rather than marginal
tax rates. These are obtained by making use of the same combination of coded statutory tax functions
and local polynomial regressions of transfers as a function of income (evaluated at zero hours of work
and at an imputed earnings level, see more below).
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Figure 1 Marginal and effective marginal tax rates, Finland and Sweden 1995-2004
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4
4.1

Empirical model
Basic model

As mentioned above, our aim is to utilise micro data from several countries and several time periods
to estimate both ’micro’ and ’macro’ elasticities using the same data source. Following Chetty et al.
(2011b), we use the terms ’micro’ and ’macro’ elasticities to refer to the sources of variation used to
estimate the elasticities. When the elasticity is identified based on quasi-experimental variation between
different groups in a single country we refer to the estimated elasticity as a ’micro’ elasticity. When
the elasticity is identified by cross-country and time variation, the estimated elasticity is a ’macro’
elasticity.
In this section, we elaborate on how to estimate micro elasticities for a single country. Even though
we only have information on work hours for a subset of countries, we nevertheless find it natural to
start to discuss intensive margin hours responses. We start off from the standard static labour supply
model, where individuals maximise the utility function U = U(c, h) with respect to consumption, c, and
labour supply in terms of annual hours, h, subject to the linearised budget constraint c = (1 − τ)wh + R,
where w is the gross hourly wage rate, τ is the marginal tax rate and R is virtual income. Virtual income
can be computed as R = m + τz − T (z), where m is non-labour income (e.g. the income of the spouse
and capital income), z = wh, and T (z) is the income tax function. 16 The hourly wage rate has been
obtained by dividing annual earnings by annual hours. In accordance with e.g. Blundell, Duncan, and
Meghir (1998), we assume the following labour supply function;
hit = β ln(1 − τit )wit + γRit + εit ,

(1)

where i is an individual index and t is a time index. The uncompensated labour supply elasticity in
country c (evaluated at mean hours in country c) is given by β/h̄ , where h̄ is mean hours in country
c.17 The equation is estimated on all i who supply positive hours.
Suppose that we were to estimate equation 1 by OLS. As both of the right-hand side regressors
are correlated with ε and so are endogenous, estimates of both of the parameters are biased. The
most obvious reason is that both τ and R are direct functions of z = wh. An additional reason is that
unobserved variables (e.g., tastes for work and savings) might affect work hours h, the gross wage rate
w and the level of non-labour income m simultaneously.
The repeated cross section element of our data allow us to compare groups of individuals over
time and, thereby, adress these endogeneity issues by constructing instruments. Following Blundell,
16 The virtual income consists of the individual’s non-labour income and a term that takes into account that inframarginal
units of supplied income is taxed at other rates (typically lower rates) than income supplied at the margin. Formally, for a
general nonlinear tax system T (z), virtual income at a point x is defined as the intersection between the tangent (i.e linear
approximation) of the budget set c(z) = z − T (z) at x and the consumption axis.
17 The compensated labour supply elasticity, which is the relevant parameter for deadweight loss calculations, can be
obtained through the Slutsky relationship.
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Duncan, and Meghir (1998), we partition the sample into group cells based on country, gender, age
and education level. They key idea behind the grouping procedure is to compare otherwise similar
groups of individuals who have been affected differently by tax reforms (the difference-in-difference
idea) while retaining the ambition to estimate structurally meaningful parameters (in this case β and γ).
Let g denote group cell. Suppose that εit = αg + µt + ηit , where E[ηit |hit > 0, g,t] = 0. According
to this assumption unobserved heterogeneity, conditional on g and t, can be captured by a permanent
group effect αg and a time fixed effect µt . This assumption can also be modified in such a way that
it allows e.g. for education group specific linear time trends. Let qgt be a vector that contains the full
set of interactions between group and time. By assumption, these are uncorrelated with ηit . This is the
central exclusion restriction for identification. We can then estimate
hit = β ln(1 − τit )wit + γRit + αg + µt + ηit

(2)

by two-stage least squares (2SLS) while using qgt as excluded instruments for ln(1 − τit )w and Rit .
Crucially, both the order condition and the rank condition for identification need to hold. The order
condition requires us to have at least as many instruments as endogenous regressors (in our case, two).
The rank condition requires that net wage rates and virtual incomes must both change at different rates
for different groups over time. As the variation in the second stage equation is entirely at the group
level, equation (2) can also be estimated by collapsing the data into time-specific group averages of the
relevant variables.18 We then estimate
hgt = βmicro ln(1 − τgt )wgt + γmicro Rgt + αg + µt + ηgt

(3)

by GLS, using group size as weights. Using either equation (2) or (3) yields identical results.
One should recognise that tax reforms are not the sole source of identifying variation when estimating (3). Identification also comes from differential growth in gross hourly wage rates.

4.2

Macro elasticities

We will now highlight the country-time dimension of our data. Equation 2 can also be estimated by
2SLS using the interactions between the country dummies and time dummies as excluded instruments.
Let c be a country index and let αc be a country-specific fixed effect. The macro elasticity can be
estimated by collapsing the data into year-specific country averages and running the regression
hct = βmacro ln(1 − τct )wct + γmacro Rct + αc + µt + ηct

(4)

Since it is common in the macro literature not to weight by country size, we estimate (4) by OLS rather
than GLS as a baseline. Thus, we let the weights within each country sum to one. The results from
18

See Angrist and Pischke (2008, section 4.1.3.) for an interesting discussion about IV estimation on grouped data.
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those regressions can be readily compared with earlier macro-level regressions.

4.3

Micro-macro estimates

A third alternative, which can be characterised as a bridge between micro and macro estimation, is to
use micro data for several countries in the same regression. While retaining the above notation, we
write the regression equation as
hgct = βmicromacro ln(1 − τgct )wgct + γmicromacro Rgct + αcg + µt + ηgct ,

(5)

which we estimate by GLS. To achieve comparability with the macro regressions, we normalise the
weights in such a way that they sum to 1 for country c in year t. The elasticity is now identified by
variation both between groups (defined by sex, age and education) and between countries.
One can add additional controls, such as country-specific trends to this equation. In this case, the
equation above is rewritten as εit = αg + µt + δc × trend + ηit . In words, unobserved heterogeneity,
conditional on g and t, can be captured by a permanent group effect αg , a time fixed effect µt and a
country-specific linear time trend, δc × trend. Education-specific trends can be added in similar spirit.
The practical complication that arises in the estimations is that we need to take into account spousal
income in the regressions, and countries have different solutions to family taxation (joint vs individual
taxation). Also, capital income is treated in different ways (income taxation can either be comprehensive or then capital income is taxed using a different schedule, as in a dual income tax). In Appendix
A, we describe the way budget constraints, including virtual income, are calculated for these different
cases.

4.4

The extensive margin

The analysis above was limited to the reaction at the intensive margin (for those who supply a positive
amount of hours). We now model separately the individual’s decision whether or not to work. In
the extensive margin model, each individual chooses between two points in the consumption-earnings
space. They choose between consumption at zero earnings and at the earnings level they potentially
would earn if they entered the labour market.
Following e.g. Immervoll et al. (2007), suppose the utility when working takes a quasi-linear form
U = c − v(z), where v(z), v(0) = 0, reflects the disutility of earnings supply.19 Let the subscripts w
and nw denote consumption and earnings in the state of work and non-work, respectively. The utility
from not working is just cnw . Therefore, the individual works if cw − cnw > v(zw ). Consumption when
working is given by cw = zw − T (zw ) + q where T (z) denotes the transfers received and taxes paid and
19

v(z) can be interpreted broadly to also accomate fixed costs of working. To ease notation we leave the term capturing
the fixed costs out.
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q other household income. Consumption when not working is cnw = −T (0) + q. The condition for
working can therefore be written in terms of tax variables as
zw − [T (zw ) − T (0)] − v(zw ) > 0

(6)

(1 − a)zw − v(zw ) > 0

(7)

which can also be written as

where a = [T (zw ) − T (0)]/zw is the participation tax rate, i.e. the increase in taxes and the loss in
benefits, relative to gross earnings, when the individual starts to earn positive labour income. For linear
probability models, the empirical counterpart of equation (7), the probability to work P(work)i,t for the
individual i and at period t is20
P(work)it = α + βext ∗ (1 − ait )zw,it + εit ,

(8)

where P(work) is defined to take on the value of 1 if the individual supplies earnings exceeding zero.
The participation elasticity, i.e. the percentage change in the probability to work from a percentage
change in 1 − a, can be calculated as βext × [(1 − a)z/P(work)]. In similarity with the hours regressions,
identification of β does not only rely on the tax variable a, but also on imputed potential earnings in the
state of work.
Similarly to the intensive margin case, we assume that the error term takes the form εit = αg + µt +
ηit , where E[ηit ] = 0. Equation 8 could be estimated by 2SLS using the interaction between the group
and time dummies as instruments for (1 − ait )zw,it . Equivalently, one can estimate the group-averaged
equation.
P(work)gt = βext (1 − agt )zgt + αg + µt + ηgt
(9)
by GLS.As in the intensive margin case, the analysis can also be conducted at the macro level, aggregating equation (9) to country level.
There are two main challenges involved in estimating the financial gain of working, (1 − ait )zw,it :
imputing earnings in the state of work and estimating the tax and transfer function. In Appendix B,
we elaborate more on how we do this. Potential earnings in the state of work is imputed by regressing
earnings on the cell dummies for those who have positive earnings.

4.5

Earnings regressions

We have also estimated how earnings respond to changes in marginal tax rates using the same estimation
procedures. Following Gruber and Saez (2002), we depart from a model where individuals maximise
20 Formally, this derivation assumes that v(z) is uniformly distributed.

It would perhaps have been more realistic to assume
a normal distribution and, hence , arrive at a probit model. This would not, however, have been tractable from a statistical
point of view owing to the incidental parameter problem.
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utility U = U(c, z) with respect to consumption, c, and taxable income supply, z, (the individual derives
disutility from earning income) subject to the linearised budget constraint c = (1 − τ)z + R, where τ,
once more, is the marginal tax rate and R is virtual income. Following earlier studies on taxable income
elasticity (e.g. Blomquist and Selin, 2010; Kleven and Schultz, 2012), we assume that the income
supply function z = z(1 − τ, R) is of the form z = (1 − τ)β Rγ . After taking logs and adding a stochastic
term, ε , we arrive at the regression equation
ln zit = β ln(1 − τit ) + γ ln Rit + εit

(10)

where, as earlier, i is an individual index and t is a time index. β reflects the uncompensated earnings
elasticity with respect to the net-of-tax share and γ is the taxable income elasticity with respect to virtual
income. The equation is estimated on all i for which ln z exceeds the earnings threshold described in
Section 3.1.
It is not unproblematic to apply the Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir (1998) estimator to earnings
responses. 21 A key distinction between the earnings and hours regressions is that the gross hourly wage
rate enters the dependent variable in the earnings regressions. In the hours regressions, on the other
hand, it enters the net wage rate on the right-hand-side of the regression equation. As a consequence, the
identifying assumptions become stronger. Suppose that, for reasons unrelated to taxation (e.g. changes
over time in the returns to schooling), gross wage rates grow differentially over time in different cells.
In the earnings regressions, this would pose a huge threat to identification. In the hours regressions, in
contrast, the same wage growth would be exploited, along with the tax changes, to identify the relevant
behavioral parameters.

5

Results

5.1

Working hours

The results on working hours are only available for seven countries for which at least two cross sections
of data on hours are available. The country-specific estimates for all individuals, as well as men and
women separately, corresponding to equation (3), are presented in Table 2. Various specifications of the
macro level hours estimation results, corresponding to equation (4), are presented in Table 3, whereas
the micro-macro estimates of equation (5) are in Table 4. Throughout the results section, we report
elasticities rather than regression coefficients. For work hours, we report the (uncompensated) hours
elasticity with respect to the net wage and the hours elasticity with respect to (virtual) non-labour
21

The typical way to proceed in the taxable income literature (surveyed by Saez, Slemrod, and Giertz, 2012) is to the
take the first difference of both sides of equation (10) and to construct instruments based on income information for the
same individuals from other years. This, however, requires panel data, which we do not have. To our knowledge, Burns
and Ziliak (2012) is the only paper which so far has explored the Blundell et al estimator in the context of taxable income
estimation.
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income. Reported standard errors have been obtained by the delta method.
The results from countrywise regressions indicate that the elasticities are either imprecisely estimated (non-significant) and, if they are significant, they are of reasonable size (such as 0.2-0.3). For 4
out of 7 countries (Australia, Netherlands, Sweden and the UK) we only have two years of hours data.
For these countries, it might be too optimistic to identify both the net wage elasticity and the virtual
income elasticity.
Let us now turn to the macro regressions for hours reported in Table 3. These regressions contain
26 observations that are aggregates of the cells used in the micro regressions. 22 Needless to say, the
small number of observations imposes limitations on the statistical analysis. In the specification with
both country and year dummies (column 4), the net wage elasticity is estimated to be as large as a large
as 0.641, and the estimate is significant at the 5 percent level. Remember that identification comes from
the interaction between country and year. When we allow for heterogenous responses for males and
females (columns 5 and 6) we obtain a higher point estimate for males.
If leisure is a normal good, we expect supply of hours to decrease when non-labour income increases. However, the estimated virtual income elasticities take on the ’wrong’ sign, but they are not
statistically significant.
In Table 4, we report estimates from the micro-macro regressions, where we exploit both crosscountry and cell level variation for identification. In column 2, where we include both the full set of
year dummies and country dummies, the net wage elasticity is estimated to be 0.38. When we control
for the share of a certain household type in the cell and for education-group-specific linear time trends,
very little happens to the estimated net wage elasticity. On the other hand, the virtual income elasticity
grows in the ’wrong’ direction.23 Across all specifications, the net wage estimates are significant at
a level of one percent. In column 4, we report results from a specification where we control for the
country-time variation by including interaction terms for country and year dummies. As expected,
in this regression the elasticity estimate falls – it falls by 8 percentage points. This suggests that the
micro-macro hours are driven both by within-country and cross-country variation.

5.2

Participation

Results on participation are derived from estimating equation (6). We present those in the form of
a participation elasticity, i.e. the elasticity of the probability to have positive earnings with respect
to an increase in the difference of disposable income when in work versus when not working. Note
that income when not working contains an average income of the type of person in question when
out of work, and it also includes pension income. Thus, the participation elasticities also capture the
retirement margin to some extent.
22 In

the micro regressions we exclude cells that contain less than 50 observations. These are, however, included when
constructing the aggregated macro sample.
23 We have defined four household types: couples with kids, couples without kids, singles with kids and, finally, singles
without kids.
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Australia
0.612**
0.281
-0.148
0.103
33
Canada
0.381***
0.048
-0.135*
0.077
126
Germany
0.105
0.065
0.047
0.077
70
Netherlands
0.249***
0.063
0.115
0.088
33
Sweden
0.240
0.169
-0.267
0.418
36
United Kingdom
-2.835*
1.367
-0.861**
0.362
25
United States
0.280***
0.029
-0.046
0.040
126
Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

B. Men
Australia
1.254
.
0.856
.
17
Canada
0.403***
0.044
-0.320**
0.119
63
Germany
0.033
0.093
-0.026
0.144
36
Netherlands
0.407
0.766
-0.191
0.085
18
Sweden
0.251
0.156
-0.599
0.639
18
United Kingdom
-4.593
.
-1.066
.
13
United States
0.239***
0.064
-0.014
0.082
63
Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

C. Women
Australia
0.233
.
-0.366
.
16
Canada
0.167**
0.078
-0.070
0.092
63
Germany
0.160
0.110
-0.099
0.168
34
Netherlands
-0.879
.
-3.668
.
15
Sweden
0.462
0.402
-2.486
3.362
18
United Kingdom
-9.708
.
-0.393
.
12
United States
0.235***
0.069
0.093
0.080
63

Note: Dependent variable: annual working hours. Cells are defined based on age, education and sex. Cells with less than 50 observations are excluded. Individuals with earnings lower than the 20th percentile
in each country/year are excluded from the underlying data. The reported estimates are the elasticities of working hours with respect to (1-effective marginal tax rate)*gross hourly wage and virtual income. All
regressions contain cell dummies, year dummies, household type controls and linear education group trends. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. * indicates significance
at 10% level, ** 5% level and *** at 1% level.
Source: Authors’ estimations.

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net wage elasticity

A. All

Table 2 Countrywise hours regression results
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(6) Women
0.468
0.246
0.396
0.495
26
Yes
Yes

Note: Dependent variable: average annual working hours at the country level. Individuals with earnings lower than the 20th percentile in
each country/year are excluded from underlying data. The reported estimates are the elasticities of working hours with respect to (1-effective
marginal tax rate)*gross hourly wage and virtual income. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. *
indicates significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and *** at 1% level.

Net wage elasticity

(1) All
(2) All
(3) All
(4) All
(5) Men
0.190*** 0.275*** 0.421*** 0.641** 0.519*
0.028
0.036
0.080
0.174
0.202
Virtual income elasticity
-0.143
0.193
0.019
0.703
0.396
0.102
0.258
0.117
0.374
0.317
N
26
26
26
26
26
Year dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Country dummies
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 3 Hours macro regressions
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Note: Dependent variable: annual working hours. Cells are defined based on age, education, sex and country. Cells with less than 50
observations are excluded. Individuals with earnings lower than the 20th percentile in each country/year are excluded from the underlying
data.The reported estimates are the elasticities of working hours with respect to (1-effective marginal tax rate)*gross hourlty wage and virtual
income. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. * indicates significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and
*** at 1% level.

Net wage elasticity

(1) All
(2) All
(3) All
(4) All
(5) Men
(6) Women
0.275*** 0.380*** 0.379*** 0.300*** 0.406*** 0.276***
0.010
0.034
0.032
0.032
0.050
0.053
Virtual income elasticity -0.296***
0.028
0.074*
-0.010
0.109*
0.109*
0.019
0.042
0.041
0.042
0.064
0.056
Nr of cells
449
449
449
449
228
221
Year dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Cell dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Household type
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Linear education trend
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year*country
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Table 4 Hours micro-macro regressions

The results from Table 5 indicate that the participation elasticities range from 0-0.4 for all individuals, with some that are not statistically significantly different from zero. In contrast to the intensive
margin analysis, we find that women’s elasticities are typically higher than men’s elasticities. Both this
observation and the size of the estimates are well in line with the existing estimates in the literature.24
The macro-level participation elasticity in the ideal specification with the full set of year dummies
and country fixed effect, reported in Table 6, is actually negative, although not statistically significantly
different from zero. However, one needs to remember that the number of observations in the countrylevel regressions is quite limited (albeit larger than in many earlier papers), and the results therefore
need to be interpreted cautiously. Nevertheless, these results indicate that macro-level participation
elasticities do not appear to be greater than corresponding elasticities at the micro level, even when
taking into account the retirement margin, affecting the length of the working life. As reported in
column 5, we have also estimated the model on the smaller sample that was used in the hours analysis,
where we obtained a significant intensive margin elasticity.
When identification arises both from cross-country and cross-sectional sources (see Table 7), the
estimate is always statistically significant, very modest for men but around 0.4 for women. In the most
preferred specification (reported in column 3), the participation elasticity amounts to 0.107, and it is
only slightly larger when we instead estimate the model on the smaller sample that was used in the
intensive margin analysis.
When we add interaction terms for country and year, we actually obtain a larger (and highly significant) elasticity estimate of 0.175. At first sight, this is a surprising result, because it means that we
estimate a lower elasticity when we exploit cross-country variation. However, remember that in the
macro analysis for the participation margin (reported in Table 6), we obtained insignificant negative
estimates of the participation elasticity. This was not the case in the hours regressions.

5.3

Earnings

As mentioned in the empirical section, the identifying assumptions in the earnings regressions are more
demanding than in the hours/participation analysis, where the earnings level was also allowed to affect
the estimates. Since earnings data are available for all countries in data set, it is of interest to briefly
report also the earnings estimates.
The country-wise estimates of equation (10) are presented in Table 8. Many of the estimates are
not significantly different from zero. Some have an odd negative sign for the net of tax rate; perhaps
because the estimator we use is not very well suited for the analysis of taxable income /earnings. The
macro-level estimates are not significant, and the micro-macro estimates tend to repeat the pattern of
micro estimates with negative signs for the net of tax rate. The macro estimate of elasticity of earnings
we obtain is not greater than typical country-level estimates of e.g. elasticity of taxable income. But,
24 For

each country, we have also estimated specifications with household type dummies and education trends added;
these alterations did not change the qualitative results.
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Table 5 Countrywise participation regressions
A. All
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells

B. Men
Australia
0.366***
0.098
46
Belgium
0.231**
0.094
48
Canada
0.297***
0.054
192
Czech Republic
0.015
0.053
48
Denmark
0.205***
0.051
120
Finland
0.359***
0.062
120
Germany
0.189**
0.087
120
Israel
0.172***
0.047
96
Norway
-0.008
0.012
120
Netherlands
0.237***
0.077
67
Sweden
0.273***
0.063
96
United Kingdom
0.329***
0.100
85
United States
0.147***
0.041
168

Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells

C. Women
Australia
0.161
0.122
24.
Belgium
0.222**
0.083
24
Canada
0.218***
0.049
96
Czech Republic
0.072**
0.025
24
Denmark
0.054*
0.031
60
Finland
0.250**
0.099
60
Germany
0.080
0.051
60
Israel
0.157***
0.053
48
Norway
0.009
0.018
60
Netherlands
0.195**
0.082
34
Sweden
0.178
0.117
48
United Kingdom
0.133**
0.062
44
United States
0.038**
0.019
84

Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells
Financial gain from work
Nr of cells

Australia
0.453
0.391
22
Belgium
0.119
0.187
24
Canada
0.353***
0.051
96
Czech Republic
0.329
0.213
24
Denmark
0.288***
0.081
60
Finland
0.577***
0.084
60
Germany
0.706***
0.151
60
Israel
0.334**
0.158
48
Norway
0.318**
0.142
60
Netherlands
0.494
0.438
33
Sweden
0.687***
0.138
48
United Kingdom
0.262
0.221
41
United States
0.596***
0.092
84

Note: Dependent variable: probability to have strictly positive earnings. All regressions contain cell dummies, year dummies, household type controls and
linear education group specific trends. Cells are defined based on age, education and sex. Cells with less than 50 observations are excluded. The reported
estimates are the elasticities of employment rate with respect to the difference in disposable income when working and when not working. All models
include group and time dummies. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. * indicates significance at 10% level, **
5% level and *** at 1% % level.
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Table 6 Participation macro regressions
(1) All (2) All (3) All
Financial gain
.059
.059
.046
.036
.059
.073
N
Year dummies
Country dummies

56
No
No

56
Yes
No

56
Yes
No

(4) All
-.068
.127

(5) Hours sample
-.223
.303

(6) Men
-.085
.066

(7) Women
.267
.242

56
Yes
Yes

26
Yes
Yes

56
Yes
Yes

56
Yes
Yes

Note: Dependent variable: probability to have strictly positive earnings. The reported estimates are
the elasticities of employment rate with respect to the difference in disposable income when working
and when not working. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. *
indicates significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and *** at 1% level.
once more, we would like to emphasise that we are less confident of the estimated earnings elasticities.
In a recent study on U.S. data Burns and Ziliak (2012) also found that the grouping estimator produced
less reliable results for taxable income than for hours.

5.4

Robustness

We have conducted several robustness checks. First, we have taken into account also consumption
taxes and payroll taxes in the micro-macro and macro level analysis. Data on consumption taxes and
payroll taxes only vary at the country level, and the source for the data is McDaniel (2012). Taking into
account these taxes in the participation analysis led to somewhat smaller estimates. This change did
not have an influence on hours or earnings results.
Second, we have dropped one country at a time from the micro-macro and macro level analysis.
Results on participation and earnings are insensitive to these changes. And third, we have also run
regressions where the net of tax rate in the earnings regressions and the net wage is computed without
taking into account the benefit side, that is, they are based on taxes only. This exercise did not affect the
qualitative view of the results on working hours. However, earnings regressions tend to have more often
a negative sign for the net of tax rate: perhaps taking into account the statutory taxes misrepresents the
incentives individuals face.

5.5

Comparison to earlier macro studies

We finally compare our macro-level results with typical specifications used earlier in macro studies on
the impacts of taxes on aggregate working hours. The Prescott (2004) paper was based on simulations,
not on regression analysis. However, Chetty et al. (2011b) use his data and regress log aggregate hours
on log (1-tax rate) and get an elasticity of 0.7. Other macro studies, such as Davies and Henrekson
(2004) and Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2005), typically proceed as follows: They regress aggre-
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23

(5) All
(6) Men
0.175*** 0.018*
0.024
0.010
1224
617
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

(7) Women
0.393***
0.056
607
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Note: Dependent variable: probability to have strictly positive earnings. The reported estimates are the elasticities of employment rate with
respect to the difference in disposable income when working and when not working. Cells are defined based on age, education, sex and
country. Cells with less than 50 observations are excluded. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. *
indicates significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and *** at 1% level.

Table 7 Participation micro-macro regressions
(1) All
(2) All
(3) All
(4) Hours sample
Financial gain from work 0.305*** 0.104*** 0.107***
0.116***
0.014
0.020
0.020
0.030
Nr of cells
1224
1224
1224
460
Year dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Cell dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Household type
No
No
Yes
Yes
Linear education trend
No
No
Yes
Yes
Year*country
No
No
No
No

24

-0.7888**
(0.265)
-0.5983
(0.173)
33

-0.0238
(0.230)
-0.0590
(0.127)
29

(2)
Belgium
0.280
(0.313)
-0.109
(0.375)
143

(3)
Canada
0.334
(0.298)
0.154
(0.408)
34

(4)
CzechRepublic
-0.0400
(0.0851)
0.0390
(0.287)
90

(5)
Denmark
0.206**
(0.0984)
0.590*
(0.340)
90

(6)
Finland
0.0975
(0.131)
0.113
(0.131)
87

(7)
Germany
0.224
(0.719)
-0.0212
(0.169)
32

(8)
Israel
-0.248***
(0.0555)
-0.0322
(0.234)
87

(9)
Norway

-0.675***
(0.209)
-0.00296
(0.0601)
41

(10)
Netherlands

-0.0772
(0.108)
0.643*
(0.336)
72

(11)
Sweden

-0.250
(0.237)
-0.0358
(0.183)
61

(12)
United Kingdom

-0.423*
(0.220)
-0.268
(0.298)
108

(13)
United States

Note: Dependent variable: log earnings. All regressions contain a full set of year dummies and cell dummies. Cells are defined based on
age, education and sex. Cells with less than 50 observations are excluded. Individuals with earnings lower than the 20th percentile in each
country/year are excluded from underlying data. The reported estimates are the elasticities of earnings with respect to the 1- effective tax rate
and virtual income. Standard errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity.

Nr of cells

Virtual income elasticity

Net-of-tax rate elasticity

(1)
Australia

Table 8 Countrywise Earnings regressions micro

25
56
No
No

56
Yes
No

56
Yes
No

56
Yes
Yes

26
Yes
Yes

56
Yes
Yes

(6) Men
-0.216
(0.194)
-0.137
(0.184)

56
Yes
Yes

(7) Women
-0.279*
(0.145)
-1.037**
(0.395)

Note: Dependent variable: log earnings. The reported estimates are the elasticities of earnings with respect to the 1- effective tax rate and
virtual income. Std errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Observations
Year dummies
Country dummies

Net-of-tax elasticity

(1) All (2) All (3) All (4) All
(5) Hours sample
0.076
0.063
0.156
-0.241
-0.866***
(0.191) (0.208) (0.269)
(0.189)
(0.178)
Virtual income elasticity 0.424
0.375 -0.175 -0.604***
2.063**
(0.361) (0.381) (0.183)
(0.198)
(0.548)

Table 9 Earnings macro regressions
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5) All
6) Men
7) Women
-0.212*** -0.181*** -0.223***
(0.041)
(0.055)
(0.049)
0.063
-0.107*
-0.180**
(0.046)
(0.055)
(0.085)
959
496
463
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Note: Dependent variable: log earnings. The reported estimates are the elasticities of earnings with respect to the 1- effective tax rate and
virtual income. Std errors reported below the estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity. * indicates significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and
*** at 1% level.

Table 10 Micro-macro log earnings regressions
1) All
2) All
3) All
4) Hours sample
Net-of-tax elasticity
0.075 -0.263*** -0.264***
-0.576***
(0.049)
(0.037)
(0.037)
(0.085)
Virtual income elasticity -0.013 -0.160*** -0.154***
0.161**
(0.157)
(0.048)
(0.049)
(0.070)
Observations
959
959
959
449
Year dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Cell dummies
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Household type
No
No
Yes
Yes
Linear education trend
No
No
Yes
Yes
Year*country
No
No
No
No

Table 11 Macro regressions with average tax rates
hours, OLS hours, FE
net of tax wedge 0.196***
0.867
0.071
0.570
N
42
42

wages, OLS
0.367*
0.203
37

wages, FE
0.015
1.014
37

Note: The dependent variable in the first two columns is working hours per adult population and in the
last two columns labour income per adult population, in 2010 PPP based USD. The reported estimates
are elasticities with respect to 1-average tax wedge, where tax wedge is equal to 1-(labour income
tax rate)/[(1+consumption tax rate)*(1+payroll tax rate)]. Robust standard errors used. * indicates
significance at 10% level, ** 5% level and *** at 1% level.
gated total hours, divided by population aged 15-64, on a tax wedge variable, with or without including
country fixed effects. Some studies also include control variables, such as unionization. The tax wedge
variable takes into account not only income taxes, but also social security contributions paid by the
employers and the employees, and consumption taxes. Note that the tax variable is typically based on
average tax rates, although Prescott multiplies income taxes by a factor of 1.6 (which is the ratio of
marginal taxes to average taxes in the US).
We follow the same approach and run similar regressions for the same countries included in our
macro data. The specifications are either linear or log linear and we present both models with and
without country fixed effects. Again, the source for the country-level data is McDaniel (2012). The
number of observations is somewhat smaller in the comparision analysis, since the macro data is not
available for all countries in the data set (e.g., Israel is missing from there)
The first point to note is that the average tax rate calculated from national accounts and used in the
macro analysis is not a very good proxy for the actual mean marginal tax rate faced by the individuals.
The correlation of the average tax rate in the McDdaniel data and the country mean marginal tax rate,
calculated by us, is only around 0.6 whereas, somewhat surprisingly, it is higher between the macro
average tax rate and our measure of effective marginal tax rate, rising to 0.8.
Macro-level estimates of the elasticity of aggregate working hours and wage income with respect to
net of tax rate of the macro tax wedge, presented in Table 11, indicate that the elasticity is positive and
(almost) significant without country and year fixed effects, and loses significance when these dummies
are added. The size of the estimate is below 0.5, also indicating that the macro elasticity even with
macro tax rates is clearly below 1. If we take Prescott’s approach and multiply the income tax part in
the tax wedge by 1.6, the elasticity estimates are somewhat smaller.

6

Conclusions

Much of the microeconometric evidence on the impacts of taxes on labour supply builds on reliable
identification in principle, but the tax variation is often quite limited and the comparison groups can also
27

be affected by tax changes via general equilibrium effects. In the macro work, by contrast, identification
is blurred by other confounding factors (taxation is only one possible reason why the aggregate hours
differ), but on the other hand, cross-country tax differences are greater and they can have a potential for
estimating long-term steady-state differences in working hours across countries.
This paper attempts to build bridges between these two polar approaches by estimating, using the
same micro data from many countries, micro, macro and intermediate (micro-macro) estimates of
labour supply, including both the intensive and extensive margins. The main aim is to examine if it
is indeed the case that the macro-level estimates of labour supply are greater than micro estimates,
as interesting and somewhat provocative recent research has suggested. In our macro-level analysis,
the variables are aggregated from the theoretically correct micro concepts, and we thus use effective
marginal tax rates, virtual incomes and participation tax rates both at the micro and the macro level. To
our knowledge, our paper is the first analysis of differences in micro- and macro-level elasticities using
cross-country individual data.
We believe that examining cross-country micro data is of crucial importance; at the same time, there
are also caveats in the approach. For example, the tax and benefit modelling is necessarily more crude
than in a single-country study, leading to possible measurement errors. While we have examined the
robustness of many of the results, there is clearly a need to interpret the exact magnitude of the results
cautiously.
With these caveats in mind, it can be said that the results do not provide clear support for the view
that macro estimates would be higher than micro estimates. Our macro-level estimates are close to
micro estimates; the hours estimate at the macro level is somewhat higher than the corresponding micro
one, but this finding is based on a very limited number of country-level observations. All the estimates,
including participation, working hours and earnings, are clearly below one, suggesting that very high
macro estimates, of the order of 1 to 2, are unlikely. Note that our estimates capture important life cycle
aspects (retirement margin) and at least some part of dynamic learning by doing elements (when we
estimate models at the macro level without country dummies); both of these effects have been suggested
as possible reasons why macro estimates could be sizable. For the Nordic countries, the results suggest
that maintaining high tax rates does not necessarily rule out high employment rates, provided that other
relevant policies are well designed.
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Appendix A: Budget constraints and marginal effects
The following details how we estimate the budget constraint for an individual taxpayer. Once the
budget constraint has been calculated we can compute the marginal tax rate (the first derivate of the tax
function locally where the taxpayer is located) and the virtual income (defined in the empirical section).
We use the individual as the unit of analysis. Given that we have data on individual level earnings,
we will be able to calculate budget constraints in the consumption-earnings space. This is in line with
the long micro-econometric tradition in labour supply estimation that studies individuals’ supply of
work hours given information on the individuals’ budget constraints. We also adopt the somewhat
strong assumption that the individual takes the other spouse’s earnings as given.25
The following notation will be used. For any income variable we define
xH = x j + x− j ,

(11)

where subscript H denotes total household income, j is an individual index and − j denotes the spouse
of individual j.
z j = earned income
B j = capital income
q j = z− j + B j + B− j = other gross household income
g(x) = taxes (transfers not included)
tr(x) = transfers
T H (x) = g(x) − tr(x) = tax function for the family, including both taxes paid and transfers received.
The structure of g differs depending on whether the tax system is joint/separate with respect to
family income. It also differs depending on whether or not labour income and capital income are taxed
on the same schedule (global/comprehensive income tax) or using a separate schedule (dual income
tax).In many OECD countries, transfer systems, captured by tr, are functions of family income.
1. Joint taxation of spouses + global income tax
T H = g − tr = g(zH + BH ) − tr(zH + BH )

(12)

25 In a statistical sense, this is not necessarily a strong assumption in our analysis as we will instrument for virtual incomes

with the same type of instruments that we use to instrument for the marginal tax rate. The rank condition is then probably
more critical (see the discussion in Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir, 1998).
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2. Separate taxation of spouses + global income tax26
T H = g − tr = g j (z j + B j ) + g− j (z− j + B− j ) − tr(zH + BH )

(13)

3. Separate taxation of spouses + dual income tax
T H = g − tr = g j (z j ) + g− j (z− j ) + τc (B j + B− j ) − tr(zH + BH )

(14)

In what follows, we are interested in the budget constraint in the C, z–plane, while taking capital
income and spousal income as given.
1. Joint taxation of spouses + global income tax
In 1, T H is a function of family income zH + BH . One can then simply estimate T H as a function
of zH + BH for those countries. Equipped with an estimate of the tax function, we can compute marginal tax rates and virtual income in the following way. Following the notation in the
empirical section we let non-labour income be given by
m = q̂ − T H (q̂),

(15)

where the hat indicates that these variables are exogenously given. Consumption is given by
C = z j − [T H (z j + q̂ j ) − T H (q̂ j )] + m = z j − T (z j |ẑ− j , B̂ j , B̂− j ) + m.

(16)

We are now back in the notation from the empirical section. The tax on labour income T (z j |ẑ− j , B̂ j , B̂− j )
now depends on spousal income and capital income. The derivative we are interested in (the slope
of the budget constraint) is
∂T
∂T H
dC
= 1−
= 1−
= 1 − τ.
dz j
∂z j
∂z j

(17)

Virtual income for each individual can now be calculated as
R = m + τz j − T (z j ) = m + τz j − [T H (z j ) − T H (0)] = q̂ j + τz j − T H (z j + q̂ j )

(18)

Note that all variables in equation 18, except for τ, are directly observed in the data. Once we
have estimated the slope term we can obtain a measure of virtual income. Equation 18 also
generalises to system 2 and 3. The challenge is to get the slope right.
26 Another

possibility is that earned income is taxed separately and capital income is taxed jointly. This was indeed the
case in Sweden 1971-1986.
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2. Separate taxation of spouses + global income tax
When there is separate taxation of spouses most transfers systems are functions of total household income whereas statutory taxes are functions of individual level earned income and capital
income. One way to deal with this would be to estimate one function for transfers (possibly for
different number of kids in the household) and a separate function for individual level earnings.
Thus, we would like to separately estimate g j (z j + B j ) and tr(zH + BH ). Actually, in the paper we
do not estimate the derivative of g j , but we use external information of tax schedules as desribed
in Section 3.2. However, we estimate the derivative of tr directly in the data. Consumption is
given by
C =z j − [T H (z j + B j , ẑ− j + B̂− j ) − T H (0 + B j , ẑ− j + B̂− j )] + m
=z j − T (z j |ẑ− j , B̂ j , B̂− j ) + m
=z j − T H (z j + B j , ẑ− j + B̂− j ) + q̂ j

(19)

=z j − g j (z j + B̂ j ) − g− j (z− j + B̂− j ) + tr(z j + q̂ j ) + q̂ j .
The slope we are interested in is
∂g j (z j + B j ) ∂tr(z j + z− j + B j + B− j )
∂T
∂T H
dC
= 1−
= 1−
= 1−
+
= 1−τ
dz j
∂z j
∂z j
∂z j
∂z j

(20)

This underlines that we need to estimate both g j (z j + B̂ j ) and tr(zH + BH ).
Virtual income can now be written as
R =m + τz j − T (z j )
=m + τz j − [T H (z j ) − T H (0)] = q̂ j + τz j − T H (z j + q̂ j )

(21)

=q̂ j + τz j − g j (z j + B j ) − g− j (z− j + B− j + tr(z j + q̂ j ),
where, once again, only the marginal tax rate τ needs to be estimated. Everything else is observed
in the data. To obtain the first derivative we estimate the tax function g j (z j + B j ) as a function of
z j + B j.
3. Separate taxation of spouses + dual income tax
Consumption can now be written as
C =z j − [T H (z j , B̂ j , ẑ− j , B̂− j ) − T H (0, B̂ j , ẑ− j , B̂− j )] + m
=z j − T (z j |ẑ− j , B̂ j , B̂− j ) + m
=z j − T H (z j , B̂ j , ẑ− j + B̂− j ) + q̂ j
=z j − g j (z j ) − g− j (z− j ) − τc (B̂ j + B̂− j ) + tr(z j + q̂ j ) + q̂ j .
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(22)

The key thing now is that the tax function must be estimated as a function of earned income only.
Otherwise the estimated marginal tax rate will be wrong in many cases.

Appendix B: The extensive margin
The theoretical notion underlying our extensive margin model is that individuals make a choice between
two consumption-leisure bundles. If the individual choose to work she consumes Cw dollar and earns
ẑ dollar. If she chooses not to work she consumes Cnw and earns 0 dollar. Accordingly, we need to
compute the individual’s potential disposable income in the state of work and the individual’s potential
disposable income in the state of non-work. Since we only observe one of these states for a given
individual at a given point in time we choose to impute the individual’s disposable income in both
states.
To compute Ci,w − Ci,nw we need information on the tax- and transfer function T , other household
income that also determines the level of taxes and the individual’s potential income in the state of work,
ẑ. Throughout the computation of Ci,w − Ci,nw we will use actual values of z− j (spousal earnings), Bi
(own capital income) and B j (spousal capital income). We impute potential earnings in the state of
work by running the following regression on those having positive earnings in period t.
zit = qit + νit ,

(23)

where qit contains the full set of interactions between gender, education, age and time dummies. The
fitted values from this regression, ẑit , correspond to cell level means for those who work. Ĉit,w is then
obtained in the following way
Ĉit,w = ẑit + z−it + Bit + B−it − T hct (ẑit , z−it , Bit , B−it ),

(24)

where T hct is the tax function for household type h in country c at time t. The analogue for consumption
in the state of non-work is
Ĉit,nw = 0 + z−it + Bit + B−it − T hct (0, z−it , Bit , B−it ).

(25)

Ultimately, we are interested in the difference in disposable income between the two states:
Ĉit,w − Ĉit,nw = ẑit − [T hct (ẑit , z−it , Bit , B−it ) − T hct (0, z−it , Bit , B−it )],

(26)

where we condition the individual’s tax payment/transfer receipt on other household income. The tax
functions are estimated in the same data driven way as in the intensive margin case. When computing
T hct (ẑit , z−it , Bit , B−it ) we can use the tax functions that we already have estimated for the intensive
margin. When we estimate this tax function for positive earnings we take the statutory tax system and
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social security transfers into account.
Estimating T hct (0, z−it , Bit , B−it ) requires additional considerations. One needs to consider all sources
of non-work income including unemployment insurance benefits, sickness benefits and pension benefits.27 T hct can still be divided into two components; the statutory income tax and a transfer component
T (x) = g(x) + tr(x), where g(x) is defined in the same way as in Appendix A. For z > 0 , tr(x)is
also defined as in Appendix A. The novelty is that we will estimate trhct (0, qit ) as a function of ’other
household income’ qi = z−i + Bi + B−i, where trhct (0, qit ) includes all non-work benefits.
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